Sharing Case Records/Information With Foster Parents

Partnership for Children in Out-of-Home Care: All of us responsible for the well-being of children in the custody of the Department undertake this responsibility in partnership, aware that none of us can succeed by ourselves. Children need normal childhoods as well as loving and skillful parenting which honors their loyalty to their biological family. In order to achieve these goals, partners must share information.

The purpose of this document is to provide simple and concise guidance consistent with Florida law and administrative code.

Legal and Policy Requirements
- The general rule is that foster parents must receive records and information, that relate to or assist in appropriately parenting their foster child except when expressly prohibited by law
- Full disclosure or comprehensive sharing of information with the foster parent is required by Florida Law and Florida Administrative Code

Benefits of Sharing Records With Foster Parents
- Being fully informed helps foster families provide high quality care for children
- Sharing of information helps to build/sustain meaningful partnerships between caseworkers and foster families
- Provides the foundation for supporting healthy relationships between foster families and biological families
- Helps to counter misconceptions and set realistic expectations about children and their biological families
- Provides the content for the child’s lifebook

Records/Information That CANNOT Be Shared With Foster Families
- Reporter information to the Florida Abuse Hotline
- Financial records of the biological parents or any other party or participant
- HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) protected documents of the biological parents (medical reports, psychological or psychiatric reports) unless the foster parent is part of the treatment team working to achieve the goal(s) of the case plan
- Records of domestic violence centers

Examples of Records/Information That MUST BE Shared With Foster Families (this is not an all inclusive list)
- Medical, dental, psychological, psychiatric and behavioral history and on-going treatment and/or evaluation
- All court orders (shelter, adjudicatory, disposition, etc)
- Visitation and case plans
- Judicial or citizen review reports and attachments filed with the court
- Guardian ad litem reports
- Comprehensive behavioral assessments and other social assessments (may require redacting of biological parents information)
- All school records
- Copies of birth certificate and immigrant status documents
- Consents signed by the parents
- Staffing forms

If you and your supervisor/manager(s) are not sure about a particular document, ask DCF Children's Legal Services in your circuit for assistance. Please note that there may be redactions to the documents if they contain information that cannot be shared as described above.
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